September 18, 2006

The First Short Seller research tape ever distributed.

In 2004 Evergreen Energy, Inc. announced it had produced a train load of its clean coal and that it would be delivering it by rail at an unannounced date and to an unidentified utility. asensio.com monitored the plant with two separate camera ready crews for 3 weeks in order to capture the film and photo images for the train being loaded. Then asensio.com had to determine where the train was headed and be there to capture images of the product being unloaded. It turned out that the product was sent to a barge terminal located between a river and a major highway. This made the job all the more interesting.

<a href="http://www.asensio.com/kfx/KFxfgitivedustemissions.htm">Click here</a> to watch the video.